Bring the inside, outside
YardArt brings art for outdoor living to Espacio Gallery
(17-23 May 2021)
Bringing their own unique outdoor
artwork to Central London YardArt UK
takes over the Espacio Gallery (159
Bethnal Green Road) from 17-23 May
2021.
The exhibition sees artwork, illustrations,
designs and limited editions from Banksy,
Rene Gurau, Spencer Rienhard, Jess
Yelland, Charlotte Clemence & Jane
Ruggerio making the galleries walls come
alive in an eclectic mix of colour and style
with one thing in mind - to bring the inside
out!
With gardens becoming our extra ‘rooms’
to relax or entertain in, traditionally the
emphasis has always been on the reliance
on planting and hard landscaping elements to make an impression. YardArt
seeks to challenge this concept with their
unique Outdoor Wall Art providing an
extra dimension to patios, terraces,
balconies and outdoor spaces.
Completely weather-proof and durable, all
of the works in the exhibition are digitally
printed with UV protected weather proof
colour fast inks and applied to a high
quality outdoor grade 5mm acrylic, using
YardArt’s state of the art print technology,
ensuring they are waterproof, fade proof
and long lasting in all weathers.
Prices range from £295 -£2k+
Available from:
YardArt at the Espacio Gallery
(17-23 May 2021)
159 Bethnal Green Road
London E2 7DG
espaciogallery.com

yardartuk.com

‘Heart Boy’ - Banksy

Commissioned in conjunction with the Brandler Galleries,
to celebrate the ‘Moments’ Street Art Exhibition (Bury St.
Edmunds). Each piece comes with a certificate of
authenticity signed by the Brandler Galleries. The
‘Cheshire’ edition features a rusty iron frame which is
printed onto the artwork to enhance the 3D nature of the
piece.
'Heart Boy' was originally painted on a 7-foot wall
in Goswell Road, Islington by the artist but the demolition
of the building in 2009 led to the removal and
conservation of the mural. The mural was first showcased
at Amsterdam’s Moco Museum and its first UK showing
will be at the ‘Moments’ exhibition.
John Brandler, owner of Brandler Galleries, owner of the
original mural and co-associate of the ‘Moments’
exhibition has collaborated with YardArt to ensure a
faithful reproduction of the artist’s original work.
From £2,000 upwards. Limited edition of 25.
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Official launch of the René Gruau Runway Fashion Collection. Five designs which showcase the fashion
illustrator whose distinctive portrayals of haute couture design in the 1940s and 50s made him
synonymous with the “New Look” revolution. From £750 - Limited Edition of 50 pieces per design.

Left: Abstract Water
Collection by Charlotte
Clemence. From £295
each
Below: Eye of the Tiger
by Jess Yelland. From
£250
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